
 

SCHEDA VALUTAZIONE/EVALUATION FORM 
Giudice/Judge: Marion Ten Cate 

 
N° ISCRIZIONE/ENTRY N° 8 

 

Montana’s Spirit One Step Forward 

4 anni/4 years old 

femmina/female 

adulti/adult 

 PUNTI/SCORE COMMENTI/COMMENTS 

ASPETTO GENERALE  
GENERAL APPEARANCE 

7 
Elegant, bi blue , with a nice bright blue, elegant, 
balanced, nice length in legs , to big for a bitch 

TESTA / HEAD 7 Long, blunt wedge , 

CRANIO / SKULL 9 Flat and parallel 

STOP 9 Definite , well set 

OCCHI ED ESPRESSIONE  
EYES AND EXPRESSION 

8 
Gentle even with the nice bright blue , due to 

almond shaped eye, enough oblique set 

ORECCHIE / EARS 7   Big but high set, tip 1/3rd tip falls to the side 

COLLO / NECK 9 Arched and carries the head proudly 

LINEA DORSALE / TOPLINE 9 Elegant and flowing from head to croup 

GROPPA / CROUP 9 Correct , sweep over the loins 

ANTERIORE / FRONT 8 
I prefer tighter pasterns and tighter elbows, 

otherwise Correct angulated and balances the rear 

POSTERIORE  
REAR ANGULATION 

9 Well angulated 

COLORE MANTELLO 
COAT COLOUR 

6 
Clean blue, but black patches should be better 

brooken 

MOVIMENTO / MOVEMENT 7 

Very responsive to the owner, probably an 
obedience dog ? So she looks up and that is not 

good for judging the movement but in rear she is a 
bit narrow , in front ok, from the side balanced and 
resonable stride –with his angulations she should 

be able to show a nice long stride . 

PORTAMENTO CODA 
TAIL CARRIAGE 

7 Just ok, should not be any higher 

PRESENTAZIONE 
PRESENTATION 

7 Nice and clean, should be trained for showing 

 

TOTALE/TOTAL 118 PUNTI/POINTS 

ULTERIORI ANNOTAZIONI 
ADDITIONAL NOTES 

well contructed , balanced sheltie but a bit big for a bitch that is why she is 
down graded in general appearance otherwise the general appearence 
would be 9 . 

NOTES://well

